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TOOLS, TOOLS, TOOLS! Wherever we look, a new tool is
being developed, often by academics and consultants, built on the
shoulders of older tools, promising new wonders of efficiency,
effectiveness, accountability, and sounder decision-making. In the
nonprofit and community economic development sectors, new
tools are often – too often – demanded by funders: evidence-based
practice, outcome-based performance evaluation, accreditation,
balanced report cards, and the like.
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Social accounting is one more tool to add to your quiver of arrows. But, is it

? Will it ? And, are the actual benefits greater than the costs of using it?

All tools have costs, implicit and explicit. Below these practical questions, does

social accounting make sense? Or, does its core assumptions drive us into wrong

directions? Will it encourage unruly voluntary organizations? Will it lead to

innovation and sustainability? We should always keep in mind the words of Ivan

Illich (“Tools for Conviviality”) and E.F. Schumacher (“Small is Beautiful”). Not to

mention those of David Walker when he commented on how

“Britain’s voluntary sector has become severely dependent on state funding,

which could cramp its style.... maybe by its nature the voluntary sector is

turned inwards, untidy and unfocused. The risk in governments taking too

lively an interest isn’t the seductions of public money but the risk of applying

political and administrative discipline to diffuse and diverse volunteers who

have to be unruly and unruled.” ( , September 30-

October 6, 1999)

The same could be said of the lively interest of governments (and academics) in

Canada’s voluntary sector and the stultifying“discipline” they and their“tools” might

impose.

Let’s start with the authors’ definition. Social accounting is

Who can argue with this? What they are essentially proposing (though this

oversimplifies their arguments) is that nonprofits measure all inputs (in kind,

voluntary, and paid for), outputs (including expenditures since these are returned to

the community), and outcomes (direct and indirect) in comparative dollar terms,

and then look at whether there is a positive . If you are

interested in the techniques, you need to read the book slowly and carefully. Chapter

8 provides a social accounting toolkit.

There are plenty of good examples to follow their arguments. Here is one: a

computer-training centre that enables adults with physical disabilities to acquire and

useful be used

Manchester Guardian Weekly

a systematic analysis of

the effects of an organization on its communities of interest or stakeholders, with stakeholder

input as part of the data that are analyzed for the accounting statement.

social return on the investments

1 In (Times Books, 1998) John

Micklethwait and Adrian Wooldridge tell a fine tale of the perils of fads dreamed up by

consultants and academics.

The Witch Doctors: Making Sense of the Management Gurus

The rationality of social
accounting fits well with the
machine model, the hierarchical,
structured bureaucracy, that
focusses on inputs & outputs.
Yes, this model does fit with
nonprofit organizations. But it
is only one model.
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retain employment through enhanced computer knowledge and

skills. The analysis of incoming resources (revenues and

volunteer contributions) and outgoing resources (expenditures,

volunteer contributions, salaries of graduates, and savings in

social assistance benefits) suggests that for every $1 invested,

the rate of return is $1.81.

The second

question is easier to answer. No, not likely!

Many nonprofits are struggling to survive and sustain

themselves. They are already over-pressured by various private

and public funders to implement such so-called accountability

tools as accreditation, balanced report cards, and outcome-

based performance evaluations. They have to respond to new

forms of allocating funds such as tendering, contribution

agreements, and performance-based contracting. They are

supposed to spend time collaborating and building partner-

ships, or struggling with funders’ overwhelming desires to

micro-manage.

Would social accounting be useful? Will it be used?

If social accounting provides ways to account for (tell a full,

relevant, and faithful story about) the use of all these resources, to

help nonprofit organizations look more thoughtfully and

rigorously at how well they are using them, then it might be

useful. But, only if it is kept simple, fits with the increasingly

turbulent worlds of nonprofit managers and leaders, and does not

end up de-valuing people. In most cases, it is the intuitive learning

and community-building that occurs through the process of using

the tool that is most important.

Wise and gentle leaders use tools to support on-going

processes for learning, adaptation, and change. The tools should

never be ends in themselves. Too often, nonprofits experience

accountants and auditors who are just not helpful even in the

simpler task of telling a full, relevant, and faithful annual financial

story.

Perhaps the more intriguing question is:

There are three core assumptions:

measurability, comprehensiveness, and rationality.

does social accounting

take us down the right path?

Further, those nonprofits that are highly successful, and have a

track record of sustainability and effectiveness, are not engaging

in more forms of accounting and controls. No, the high-achievers

tend to commit their management and leadership resources and

talents to encouraging innovation, initiating social entrepreneur-

ship, renewing organizational community spirit, and building

healthy employee relationships.

Finally, most nonprofits already carry out annual financial

audits, but too often do not use the results for planning and

making changes. If the accounting profession wants to really help

the nonprofit sector, it would be better to start with the basics of

helping people improve their financial systems, budgeting, and

long-term financial planning processes.

Nonprofit organizations rely on a variety of resources to carry

out their work: community credibility and goodwill built up over

time; cash revenues from diverse places; in-kind gifts; volunteer

contributions of time and energy; the knowledge and professional

competency of their staff and volunteers; the loyalty and commit-

ment of their staff and volunteers; buildings and equipment; and

the creativity of both internal and external stakeholders.

Would social accounting be useful? Does the fact that the computer

training centre generates $1.81 in output for every $1 invested, tell us

anything?

Measuring something, for example putting a dollar value to

the time of volunteers, can be a trap! The private sector, or so we

are told, focusses its attention on bottom-line profits as a

measure of overall success. The argument goes:“Nonprofits lack

such a simple comprehensive measure of success. They should

follow the private sector.”

But let’s be careful! Consultants and advocates have come

forth arguing that private corporations should use a more

comprehensive approach, often called social auditing, to evaluate

their success from the perspective of multiple stakeholders. Too

much attention on short-term profits has led many private

corporations into major difficulties. And the pressures from

funders to use narrow measures to define success (for example,

moving people off employment insurance rolls in the case of

employment services) has led many nonprofits to develop

services that are irrelevant to local communities and demeaning

to clients.

Comprehensiveness in the sense of looking at all parts of a

nonprofit organization and listening to the views of all stake-

holders makes sense – as long as it does not mean adding

everything up into one single number. This is an area where most

successful nonprofits have already put into practice their own

social auditing processes.

Nonprofit organizations also act like, & are, living organisms adapting to
ecological environments.... They also resemble spirit-based communities,
enabling the passions of staff & volunteers. Here social accounting makes
no sense at all.
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Which brings us to the issue of rationality, often a curse! There

are many models (or metaphors) for understanding nonprofit

organizations. The rationality of social accounting fits well with

the machine model, the hierarchical, structured bureaucracy, that

focusses on inputs and outputs.

Yes, this model does fit with nonprofit organizations. But it is

only one model. Nonprofit organizations also act like, and are,

living organisms adapting to ecological environments. Like rivers

and whirlpools, they flow with change and transformation. They

also resemble spirit-based communities, enabling the passions of

staff and volunteers. Here social accounting makes no sense at all.

It helps to see nonprofit organizations as having three separate,

but inter-penetrating lives. First, there is the

, where people come together freely, in dialogue, to

explore what the mission of the organization means to them as

persons and families, living in neighbourhoods and working in

diverse settings. The associational or community life is about

learning, risking personal change, and, potentially, neighbourhood

and social action.

Second, there is the where attention is

focussed on doing things for the broader community, or groups of

people within the community. The product or service life is about
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associational or

community life

product or service life

growth, outcomes, client or customer relationships, funding,

standards, staff, and volunteers.

Third, there is the . Here, new

thoughts, ideas, languages, and metaphors come into play –

perhaps gestated or sparked by actions, crises, and conflicts

within the two other lives – and, are given birth, defined, and

brought to fruition. The innovation or renewal life encompasses

planning in traditional forms, but also entrepreneurial thinking.

Social accounting fits best with the product or service life.

In her book (Stoddart, 1995)

Carol Pitcher describes three types of leaders. Artists will look at

social accounting and throw up their hands in horror, unlikely to

even read the first chapter of this book. Technocrats will salivate,

reading all of the chapters, hungry to put the tools into practice.

And the craftspeople, the wise and gentle leaders, will look for

ways to use social accounting thinking as part of ongoing,

and flowing, processes of change and adaptation.

innovation or renewal life

Artists, Craftsmen, and Technocrats
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nonprofit sector. He has worked with nonprofits of many shapes and

sizes, though has only limited experience in the community economic

development sector. Currently, he is providing informal advice to Project

Bootstrap in Nakusp. For a more detailed exploration of his ideas on

nonprofit organizations, consult

(Perryman Publications, September 1999) and “A Meditation On Boards”

(unpublished, May 2002). Contact Gavin at (tel) 604-222-0968 or (e-

mail) perrymang@hotmail.com. To get a copy of

(Prentice Hall, 2003)

patronize your local bookstore.

The Voluntary Sector At A Crossroads
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Nonprofits that have a track record of sustainability & effectiveness
are not engaging in more forms of accounting & controls. No, the
high-achievers tend to commit their resources & talents to innovation,
social entrepreneurship, organizational community spirit, & healthy
employee relationships.
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2 See, for example, Gareth Morgan, (Sage

Publications, 1986); Harrison Owen, (Berrett-Koehler,

2000), and Henry Minztberg et al, (Free Press, 1998).
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